Client Projects

Blane Canada and BREI

Need:
Blane Canada wanted to increase the accessibility of their economic development seminars and training modules to organizations that do not have the resources to hire a consultant but has access to the internet and can subscribe to a web-based tutorials or webinars.

Solution:
With the assistance of renowned instructional design expert, Dr. Tillmans and IIT’s faculty Dr. Gehrs, we created and designed Blane Canada’s first online multi-media training module.

IPRO 356 The Chicago Embroidery Company

Problem:
IPRO 356 needed a web-based application that converts a sketch of a logo design into a realistic looking embroidered patch. IPRO 356 did not have the resources to develop such an application and came to us for assistance.

Solution:
Our tech team quickly developed an interface that integrated into the Chicago Embroidery Company’s website with a plug-in application that renders an image with a stitching pattern so that a customer can visualize what their patch will look like when manufactured.
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